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About This Game

Steampunk Syndicate 2 is tower defense with elements of collectible card game! This Game is made in awesome steampunk
setting. We created a game world with eccentric charac 5d3b920ae0
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First it must be said that this game looks fantastic. The 2d graphics and illustrations are beautiful. The aesthetic theme is
consistent and on point. Stereo7, you should thank your artists for any sales this game has! Sadly other than the art, the game is
not very good. After the early levels someone gave up on balancing the rest of the maps. The game is way too easy. There are
broken achievements, control issues, tower balance problems and dubious game design choices. But the big problem is still the
difficulty after the first ten levels. The difficulty breaks down. The game becomes a snoozefest. The aoe-tower is broken
balance-wise, and only having one tower for flying units kills any remaining strategy. There are just no strategy choices to be
made. The game also randomly plucks one card from your tower loadout after each round so you have to find it and put it back
in. The funny thing is that I don't even believe it's a bug, just some game designers idea of forcing players into trying out new
towers/skills. It's hillariously bad! I think you'll get 5-10 hours out of this game because of the fair chunk of levels. if you are
looking for anything challenging, look elsewhere. Again, big props to the artists. This games doe not deserve to look this good..
Good time waster and not always easy to pass the first time round. Not as good as the first game where you can buy cards and
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there is some chances to get random cards and abilities, cards are pretty much fixed and no chance to buy any. Still graphics are
better.. It was a fun little diversion for a very low price. Can't recommend though as 4 out of 10 achievements are broken and
don't trigger even though the game is 100% and units max level. No feedback from developers either.. there is only one word to
describe this game and thats terrible oh maybe horrible too :). It was a fun little diversion for a very low price. Can't recommend
though as 4 out of 10 achievements are broken and don't trigger even though the game is 100% and units max level. No
feedback from developers either.. Good time waster and not always easy to pass the first time round. Not as good as the first
game where you can buy cards and there is some chances to get random cards and abilities, cards are pretty much fixed and no
chance to buy any. Still graphics are better.. Pretty much more of the same with a few refinements (ie the card system has been
automated). I am having fun - if you enjoyed the first, you should enjoy this. At $1.99 you can't go too wrong.
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